Attention to DonNACEA’s students!

The application procedure results (TEMPUS-Erasmus+ project “Reform of Education THru INternational Knowledge exchange”, No 544178-TEMPUS-1-2013-1-PT-TEMPUS-JPCR, grant agreement 2013-5076). Applications received.

1. Popadenko Andrii (MBG-18m);
2. Skubko Yurii (MBG-18m);
3. Zmykhova Veronika (PCB – 66m);
4. Karasevich Alina (PCB – 66m);

After exams and documents examination, for IPL (Leiria, Portugal) commission proposed:

1. Popadenko Andrii (MBG-18m);
2. Skubko Yurii (MBG-18m);
3. Zmykhova Veronika (PCB – 66m);